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I. INTRODUCTION

This abstract describes a system that supports the creation

and validation of relational data to ontologies. The proposed

system is developed for rapid learning health care (RLHC),

i.e., an evidence based approach to train cancer prediction

models on clinical care data that is stored in multiple net-

worked hospitals. Since clinical care data cannot leave the

hospital due to privacy issues, distributed (machine) learning

can be used [1], [2], where the models are transferred, rather

than the actual patient data. This requires clinical care data

to be represented in a findable, accessible, inter-operable and

reusable (FAIR) [3] manner. The proposed system uses an

approach called Ontology Based Data Access (OBDA) to

query the hospital data. To this end the relational data is

mapped to a conceptual layer in the form of ontologies, i.e.,

shared vocabularies. These ontologies represent the meaning

and values of the data while hiding the complicated structure

of the original data sources. Currently, the creation of these

mappings forms an obstacle in RLHC, as it requires consid-

erable effort and knowledge from users, and validation of the

mappings is difficult.

II. APPROACH

The proposed system (Figure 1) enables database admin-

istrators and clinical experts to create and validate mappings

and is based on a few basic principles:

1) No expertise of semantic web technologies required

2) Evaluation using SQL based queries as a proxy for a gold

standard

3) Different approaches for structure and terminology map-

pings

The complete tool suite, installation and an example dataset

are available on GitHub 1.

1https://github.com/NLeSC/DataFAIRifier

Fig. 1: Schematic overview of the technology stack.

III. EVALUATION

The system is evaluated on a trial data set in two hospitals

and during an international workshop. The proposed system

shows high potential for efficient creation and evaluation of

R2RML mappings of relational data to existing ontologies for

Rapid Learning Health Care.

More extensive validation of the proposed system in other

hospitals is required to ensure its applicability to a wide

variety of database structures and content. We expect that

there is overlap in the terminology used in different hospitals.

Therefore it is expected that, by storing multiple terminology

mappings in a common knowledge base, this knowledge could

be reused as mapping suggestions for new hospitals.
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